An evening of Bristol-grown and made biodynamic wine at go-to harbourside spot, Rick’s.

Rick’s at The Bristol will take guests on a journey through Limeburn Hill’s three 2022 vintages alongside a tailor-made pairing menu of delectable, seasonal canapés this September.

With summer coming to a close and autumn moving into its place, Rick’s at The Bristol is welcoming the change of season with a one-off evening of wine and seasonal canapés hosted founder and head grower Robin Snowdon from the Chew Magna-based biodynamic vineyard, Limeburn Hill.

Tickets are on sale now for the limited-capacity event, which will offer a curated menu of Bristol-grown and made biodynamic wines as well as exclusive and made-to-pair canapés from the passionate team at Rick’s.

Taking place on Thursday 7th September, the Chew Magna vineyard will showcase amber, rosé, and red wines from its 2022 vintage, with founder Robin on hand to detail tasting notes for each, as well as share information about how the sustainable vineyard runs and produces the highest quality English biodynamic wine.

Doors for An Evening with Limeburn Hill at Rick’s will open at 6pm, with the event beginning at 6.30pm where guests will be welcomed with an introduction to the vineyard before tasting the first of three Bristol wines. With each wine, guests will experience a 125ml sample tasting glass alongside two Rick’s canapés. Think Isle of White Heritage tomatoes paired
perfectly with their delicate rosé, English amber wine served with Bath blue cheese & caramelised pear, and Limeburn Hill’s robust red with Buxton Butcher slow roast pork belly to name but a few pairings.

The perfect experience for lovers of food and wine, tickets can be purchased over at http://sevn.ly/xXwRSCwR for £30 per person, this exclusive evening is not to be missed.

Perched on the outskirts of Bristol, Limeburn Hill is situated in the fairytale-like village of Chew Magna. As only one of six biodynamic vineyards in the country, and the only one in the South West of England, this vineyard is the frontrunner in ecological wine-making. Its small batches of wine are made from their own hand-harvested grapes, using wild yeast on the skins to produce Demeter-certified wines, a consumer guarantee of biodynamic agriculture. Made without synthetic pesticides or fertilizers, Limeburn Hill prides itself on providing high-quality organic wine to its customers.

To keep up to date with more Rick’s events and updates, follow them on Facebook, and Instagram or head to the website ricksbarbristol.com

ENDS

Notes to editors
The Bristol is in the heart of the city, between the historic cobbled Narrow Quay and elegant Queen Square, just a few minutes’ walk from major cultural landmarks such as The Bristol Old Vic, Arnolfini, Watershed, SS Great Britain, and M Shed, as well as the fabulous new shopping district of Cabot Circus.

The Bristol has 187 rooms and suites, which are among the largest and most luxurious in the city; deluxe rooms and junior suites having additional luxuries such as media hubs and Nespresso coffee machines. Newly-refurbished in 2022 and 2023, the new-look hotel provides a balm for the senses with its Deco-inspired design, and thriving restaurant & bar. The Bristol is housed in a distinctive 1960s building, recognised as a prime example of the Modern architectural movement. www.doylecollection.com/bristol

The Bristol is proud to partner with the GHA (Global Hotel Alliance). Guests can join Doyle Discovery and gain recognition from Day One – unlocking benefits, DISCOVERY Dollars (D$), Experiences and Live Local instantly, at all membership levels. Rewards and recognition extend to more than 800+ hotels across 100+ countries.
The Doyle Collection is delighted to join GHA’s newly launched Green Collection, bringing under one umbrella nearly 200 hotels, resorts and palaces operated by GHA hotel brands that are demonstrating their commitment to protecting people and the planet. The new Green Collection empowers GHA DISCOVERY’s 24 million members to make conscious and responsible travel choices. For more information on Green Collection, visit ghadiscovery.com/explore-green-collection.

About The Doyle Collection

At the heart of our business is a warmth of service that stems from our family ownership, imbuing our properties with the intimacy of a private home. Each of our eight hotels – landmark buildings in unrivalled city locations, has its own distinct personality that is rooted in, and authentic to, its neighbourhood. Innovation and ongoing investment ensure a boutique, cosmopolitan yet local feel – as seen in our cool destination restaurants, bars and event spaces – while our heritage lends character to our vision of informal luxury, timeless style and the very best guest experience.
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